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Abstract—With the proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices in smart home environments, the threat landscape has expanded to include cryptomining attacks, which exploit computational resources for unauthorized cryptocurrency mining. In response to these challenges, this paper extends the security capability of the IoT Proxy—a recently proposed solution to enhance the security of resource-constrained IoT devices—allowing users to take advantage of its security functionalities also in smart home environments. By integrating a new machine learning-based cryptomining detection module, this enhanced version of the IoT Proxy can identify these emerging threats, safeguarding both the integrity and performance of all the devices in the smart home network. The IoT Proxy serves a dual purpose by providing security functionalities for resource-constrained IoT devices and offering additional layers of defense for less constrained devices, thereby ensuring comprehensive protection across the smart home ecosystem. The conducted experiments demonstrate the efficacy of the approach without relying on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), thus preserving user privacy and making it applicable even to encrypted traffic—a prevailing characteristic of contemporary network communication.

Index Terms—Cryptomining, Gateways, Internet of Things (IoT), Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS), Machine Learning (ML), Network Security

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) still grows year by year. According to IoT Analytics [5], the already considerable number of connected endpoints registered in 2022 (14.4 billion) will increase to around 30 billion by 2027. With the proliferation of IoT devices, ranging from smart home appliances to smart health solutions and industrial sensors, an urgent need arises for robust security solutions capable of safeguarding these devices. Considering that there are scenarios in which IoT devices are limited in terms of battery, computational power, or memory, it became crucial to find a workaround to protect those resource-constrained machines [35]. Indeed, traditional security mechanisms often prove inadequate in addressing the diverse and evolving threats targeting IoT ecosystems. In addition, when novice or hobbyist developers are in the loop, they could overlook security issues and unintentionally develop insecure IoT solutions [10], [12]. Moreover, the interconnection of IoT devices with conventional computing systems in mixed networks, such as smart homes, introduces additional complexities and vulnerabilities that must be addressed to ensure comprehensive security.

As the digital realm has become an integral part of modern life, the motivation behind cyberattacks has increasingly intertwined with economic incentives. The allure of financial gains has emerged as a principal driving force behind the evolution and sophistication of malicious activities in the digital sphere [2]. Amidst this backdrop, the surge in the popularity and value of cryptocurrencies has added a new layer of complexity to the economic motivations of cybercriminals. Cryptocurrencies, epitomized by the groundbreaking advent of Bitcoin [23], captivated not only investors’ imagination but also those seeking to exploit the decentralized nature of these digital assets. Indeed, they provide a fertile ground for malicious actors seeking untraceable financial transactions, giving rise to a spectrum of cyber threats [3]. For instance, ransomware, a prevalent cyber threat, exemplifies the intersection of digital currencies and economic exploitation. Ransomware writers typically demand payment from their victims in cryptocurrency, leveraging digital currencies’ decentralized and pseudonymous nature to facilitate untraceable transactions [4]. This tactic has become a hallmark of ransomware attacks, where victims are coerced into paying ransom to regain access to encrypted data. As the economic allure of cryptocurrencies grew, the cyber threat landscape witnessed a proliferation of attacks driven by the promise of financial gain. Cryptomining represents a covert assault on computational resources, as threat actors surreptitiously embed mining scripts within unsuspecting users’ devices, harnessing their processing power for unauthorized cryptocurrency mining. The impact is multifaceted, affecting individuals and organizations alike, with enterprises particularly vulnerable to severe consequences such as escalated electricity costs, diminished system performance, and potential disruptions to critical business operations [1].

In response to these challenges, this paper extends the security capability of the IoT Proxy [6]—a recently proposed solution to enhance the security of resource-constrained IoT devices—allowing users to take advantage of its security functionalities also in smart home environments. On the other hand, we build on our previous experience in developing a Machine Learning-based system for detecting cryptomining connections in classical computer networks [25].

The purpose of the IoT proxy is twofold. On the one hand,
it can provide security functionalities when the IoT devices are not powerful enough to protect themselves. Indeed, resource-constrained IoT devices can mitigate security risks by offloading security functions to a dedicated proxy without compromising their performance or functionality. On the other hand, even when the devices are not so constrained, it can be helpful to comply with the security-in-depth paradigm [28]. Indeed, it can provide additional layers of security.

By integrating a new cryptojacking detection module, this enhanced version of the IoT proxy can identify these emerging threats, safeguarding the integrity and performance of all the devices in the smart home network. Indeed, in addition to IoT devices, smart homes typically encompass a variety of computing devices, including PCs, smartphones, and tablets, further diversifying the attack surface. By extending security measures to encompass the entire network environment, the IoT proxy ensures comprehensive protection against a wide range of cyber threats, enhancing the overall security posture of mixed networks. To rigorously evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we deploy a range of machine learning models, including decision trees, random forests, Gaussian Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN). Crucially, our methodology sets itself apart by not relying on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), preserving user privacy, and making it applicable even to encrypted traffic—a prevailing characteristic of contemporary network communication [13].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II defines what is a cryptocurrency, the crypto-mining process, and crypto-jacking attacks. Section III describes how we built our crypto-mining traffic data set, while Section IV presents the results obtained in our experimental setup. Section V compares our approach with other scholars’ proposals, and Section VI concludes the paper providing also insights for future research.

II. BACKGROUND

Cryptocurrencies are a new type of digital exchange that uses cryptographic primitives to regulate currency issuance and transaction verification in a decentralized manner. They were first introduced with Bitcoin (BTC), described in a seminal paper by Satoshi Nakamoto [23]. Cryptocurrencies operate without a central authority, like peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks. Transactions are validated through a distributed ledger [29], facilitated by Blockchain technology [33]. This ledger records transactions, and a set of transactions (also known as block) is validated through a computationally intensive process called mining. Mining guarantees the validity of each block, protecting the integrity of the system and ensuring the uniqueness of each transaction (i.e., it is not possible to double-spend a cryptocurrency). Mining is based on solving cryptographic puzzles. Miners are motivated to participate in this process by receiving rewards in the form of newly minted cryptocurrency units. However, mining has become increasingly complex over time, requiring specialized hardware, such as Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), due to the computational demands.

To overcome the hardware requirements barrier, mining pools have emerged. These pools allow multiple miners to collaborate and use their computational resources to validate transactions and share rewards. A famous protocol used to distribute mining tasks within these pools is Stratum [32], introduced by the Slushpool mining pool [31]. Stratum establishes a bidirectional communication channel between mining pool servers and participants, facilitating efficient task allocation and submission. To enhance security measures, Stratum messages may be encrypted. A common way to achieve this goal is embedding them in Transport Layer Security (TLS) frames [27]. The protocol operates over the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 2.0 specification [16] and involves the following key steps: session initialization, challenge distribution, and solution submission.

In the first step, clients initiate or resume sessions with the mining pool server and specify the mining software they will use to solve assigned challenges. Authorization for each client device (also called worker) involved in the mining process is also established. The second step occurs when the server sends challenges to the connected workers. Workers attempt to solve these challenges using their computational resources. If they find a solution, the process proceeds to the third step, the submission of a solution. In this last step, workers submit their solutions to the server using the submit RPC method. The server then verifies the correctness of the solutions and distributes new challenges accordingly.

XMR-Stak [15] is a software designed for mining various cryptocurrencies, including Monero (XMR), that utilizes the CryptoNight algorithm. It facilitates mining operations by employing the Stratum protocol for communication with mining pools, either in plaintext or encrypted with TLS. Notably, XMR-Stak features an HTTP interface that allows remote monitoring of the hash rate generated from Monero mining and provides insights into mining results and connection statistics. Moreover, it offers optimization options tailored to the hardware used, such as CPU-only mode for devices lacking GPU support and NVIDIA/AMD mode for systems equipped with compatible GPUs. Due to its widespread use, XMR-Stak was selected for generating a portion of the Stratum traffic—both encrypted and plaintext—for training classifiers in our implementation, as many malware variants incorporate XMR-Stak or similar software to conduct cryptojacking on infected devices.

Although cryptomining has potential benefits, the emergence of cryptojacking attacks presents significant challenges for both companies and end-users. Cryptojacking is the unauthorized use of a victim’s computing power to mine cryptocurrency [34]. This type of cyber attack is often complex to detect because it operates covertly, especially when it is executed in the form of micro mining\(^1\). Unlike other cyber threats that result in direct economic losses or ransom demands, cryptojacking attacks do not always have an immediate impact on the victim.

Since there is no immediate financial loss, victims typically

\(^1\)https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/micro-mining-cryptocurrency.asp, last visited on March 15, 2024.
do not perceive these attacks as problematic. However, the implications of cryptojacking can be significant, especially for a resource-constrained device. Indeed, the performance of this kind of device can be significantly deteriorated by cryptojacking, introducing a direct impact on their daily activities. This not only degrades device performance but also impacts battery life and can shorten the device’s lifespan. In addition, considering an office network, the unauthorized use of company resources for mining cryptocurrencies within corporate networks can result in employees making illicit financial gains at the expense of the company’s finances. Indeed, cryptojacking poses a broader threat, endangering both individual users and organizations. Cybercriminals exploit the economic potential of cryptocurrency mining by distributing malware that installs mining processes on victim devices without their knowledge.

There are two main types of cryptojacking attacks: browser-based and malware-based. Browser-based cryptojacking refers to the illicit practice of leveraging users’ computational resources to mine cryptocurrency while they visit a webpage. Coinhive [18] is a notable example of JavaScript-based mining software that can be seamlessly integrated into websites. It enables website owners to monetize their content by utilizing visitors’ CPU power to mine cryptocurrencies (like Monero).

MadoMiner [26] is a malicious worm equipped with keylogger functionalities capable of mining Monero. Discovered in September 2018 by researcher J. Quinn, MadoMiner propagates through a malicious tool called ZombieBoyTools.exe, which installs a Dynamic-Link Library (DLL) file using known exploits. Upon execution, the DLL file downloads and concurrently runs two UPX-packed executables—Install.exe and Mask.exe. While Install.exe is responsible for worm propagation, Mask.exe orchestrates Monero mining on infected devices, effectively forming a botnet. Additionally, Mask.exe downloads additional modules, including 360Safe.exe, which enhances malware resilience and stealthiness. Reports suggest that MadoMiner operators managed to earn $6015 per month by utilizing 50% of the computational resources on infected systems. Communications among botmasters, miners (i.e., infected devices), and mining pools occur via the previously described Stratum protocol, operating over TCP without TLS encryption.

To conclude, the goal of this paper is to propose a new module for the IoT proxy [6] based on a machine-learning solution capable of distinguishing both forms of cryptojacking attacks. Identifying cryptojacking-related traffic is a crucial Indicator of Compromise (IoC) that enables proactive detection of compromised devices, even before malware signatures are included in antivirus databases. Detecting and blocking cryptojacking activity through network traffic analysis not only mitigates the strain on IoT devices but also serves as a deterrent against illegal mining communications.

III. DATA SET CONSTRUCTION

The data set that we used to train our ML models2 (see Section IV) is composed of four different sources:

- benign web traffic, consisting of web browsing sessions that we collected using different browsers (Chrome, Edge, and Firefox) on Windows—we extrapolate this data from a dataset [7] we previously generated for a previous work [8];
- flows generated by XMR-Stak using both cleartext and encrypted Stratum connections to prove that our approach is independent of the use of TLS;
- MadoMiner Stratum connections;
- Coinhive mining sessions.

To gather the necessary network traffic capture files (PCAPs), we used a PC and a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B3 (specifications of both devices are listed in Table I). We used the PC to mine Monero coins via Coinhive using a variety of browsers, and we intentionally infected it with the Madominer malware to acquire its network traffic. Furthermore, we installed and executed XMR-Stak on the Raspberry Pi to gather some Stratum traffic.

We used Wireshark, a widely utilized network protocol analyzer, to capture network traffic generated during the cryptomining and cryptojacking operations. We then cleaned the obtained network traffic capture files by removing the unnecessary connections, leaving only the mining ones. Table II reports the number of TCP flows per category.

Finally, we used tstat [14], a network analysis tool, to extract various traffic statistics. In particular, we used all the 32 TCP statistics listed in Table III. The features marked with

---

2 The adopted dataset is available on Kaggle at: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/danielecanavese/cryptomining-data-set/, last visited on April 30, 2024.


---
both directions’ are available from both endpoints’ points of view; for instance, we have at our disposal both the number of packets sent by the client (e.g., XMR-Stak) and by the server (e.g., the mining pool servers). To comply with GDPR regulations, we refrained from inspecting payload data and focused solely on analyzing TCP/IP header data. This approach ensures user privacy as no user data is processed in any way (the application layer and its payloads are not involved at all).

Table III
TCP FEATURES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># packets (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># packets with payload (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># retransmitted packets (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># out of sequence packets (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># packets with ACK set and no payload (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># packets with FIN set (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># packets with RST set (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># packets with SYN set (both directions)</td>
<td>packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># payload bytes excluding retransmissions (both directions)</td>
<td>bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># payload bytes including retransmissions (both directions)</td>
<td>bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># retransmitted bytes (both directions)</td>
<td>bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow duration</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative time of first payload packet (both directions)</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative time of last payload packet (both directions)</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative time of first ACK packet (both directions)</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP connection correctly terminated</td>
<td>boolean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section details our findings about distinguishing a crypto-mining or crypto-jacking flow w.r.t. to some benign traffic. All our model training and testing experiments were conducted using the platform whose specifications are listed in Table I.

We tested different ML models for classification: decision trees, random forests, gaussian SVMs, and kNN. We then tested three different binary classification scenarios to be able to distinguish benign (web) traffic against the crypto-mining flows produced by XMR-Stak, MadoMiner [26], and Coinhive.

We randomly selected 70% of the flows for the training phase, while the remaining 30% were used for testing our models. The hyperparameter search was conducted using a simple grid search algorithm with 5-fold cross-validation since the training phase was fast enough to allow it.

A. XMR-Stak traffic

Table IV reports our four models’ accuracy, AUC, and F-score for identifying XML-Stak flows. In this case, we recall that the XMR-Stak class contains Stratum over TCP and TLS flows. All the models perform well, with the only notable exception of the Gaussian SVM, which exhibits a lower AUC and F-score.

Figure 1 plots instead a chart of a decision tree (our best classifier for XMR-Stak) and how its AUC changes as more packets per flow are received. As foreseeable, the AUC tends to increase steadily as more packets i.e., data) is received. After only four exchanged packets, the AUC reaches about 99%.

Table IV
XMR-STACK CLASSIFICATION METRICS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ACCURACY [%]</th>
<th>AUC [%]</th>
<th>F-score [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decision tree</td>
<td>99.76</td>
<td>99.19</td>
<td>97.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random forest</td>
<td>99.67</td>
<td>99.54</td>
<td>95.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaussian SVM</td>
<td>98.02</td>
<td>81.61</td>
<td>75.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>99.67</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>96.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. MadoMiner traffic

Table V reports several metrics of our MadoMiner classifiers. MadoMiner covertly installs XMRIG, a legitimate miner, in the victim’s system and performs the mining by opening a series of Stratum over TCP connections (non-encrypted). For this reason, the results we obtained are similar to our XMR-Stak classifiers. In particular, even in this case, the decision tree seems to be the most effective one.

Table V
MADO MINER CLASSIFICATION METRICS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ACCURACY [%]</th>
<th>AUC [%]</th>
<th>F-score [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decision tree</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>98.67</td>
<td>95.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random forest</td>
<td>99.76</td>
<td>98.38</td>
<td>80.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaussian SVM</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>66.19</td>
<td>44.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>99.93</td>
<td>95.81</td>
<td>93.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 reports the AUC of our trained decision tree vs the number of exchanged packets per flow. After only three packets, the detection of this malware stabilizes at about 99%.

C. Coinhive traffic

Table VI lists the classification metrics for our Coinhive models. Coinhive is harder to detect than XMR-Stak and Madominer, as the F-score of our classifiers is significantly lower than in the previous scenarios. This is most likely because Coinhive does not directly open a Stratum connection (which
is easy to spot by our models) but embeds such protocol inside a WebSocket connection, which is much more similar to a traditional HTTP/HTTPS flow.

Table VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Accuracy [%]</th>
<th>AUC [%]</th>
<th>F-score [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decision tree</td>
<td>99.75</td>
<td>91.04</td>
<td>74.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random forest</td>
<td>98.48</td>
<td>94.09</td>
<td>34.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaussian SVM</td>
<td>99.31</td>
<td>55.23</td>
<td>11.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>99.74</td>
<td>82.76</td>
<td>69.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analogously, Figure 3 shows the AUC trend plot for our Coinhive decision tree, our best model. In this case, we reach a stable AUC only after about ten packets. This slower increase is possibly due to the similarity of a WebSocket and HTTP connection in their early beginning.

![AUC vs exchanged packets](image)

**Fig. 3. Coinhive decision tree: AUC vs exchanged packets.**

V. RELATED WORK

Since the boom of cryptocurrencies, scientific literature has started to explore many different ways of detecting cryptomining connections. As highlighted by a recent survey [24], the detection of cryptomining activities has garnered significant attention in recent years. Most of the existing approaches primarily focus on detecting cryptomining software modules running on victim devices by analyzing some hardware metric (e.g., CPU consumption) or analyzing network traffic to identify suspicious connections. Machine Learning (ML) seems a highly promising approach in this area and many scientific works use this approach for high detection rates.

Huang et al. [17] used bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) neural networks with an attention mechanism to analyze temporally the packet flows and identify cryptomining connections. This approach, however, might be unsuitable to perform live analysis in networks where the throughput is particularly high since it can introduce a significant delay.

Mu noz et al. [22] evaluated machine learning techniques to identify non-encrypted cryptomining Stratum flows, achieving promising results in distinguishing cryptomining flows from regular traffic. However, their approach only considers non-encrypted traffic, limiting its effectiveness in real-world scenarios where encrypted traffic is prevalent. Swedan et al. [30] proposed an architecture for detecting and blocking non-encrypted cryptomining flows produced by browsers, but their reliance on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) makes it ineffective against encrypted communications.

In contrast, Carlin et al. [9] and Liu et al. [21] employed dynamic analysis techniques to detect in-browser cryptominers, achieving high accuracy in classifying mining and non-mining scripts. These approaches leverage machine learning models to analyze browser behavior and identify cryptomining activities based on opcode counts and memory analysis. Additionally, Kharraz et al. [19] developed Outguard, an ML-based monitoring agent able to detect cryptojacking websites by analyzing browser behavior and computing simple numerical features.

Despite these advancements, detecting cryptojacking activities in IoT environments remains a challenge due to the resource constraints of IoT devices and the diverse nature of cryptojacking attacks. This motivates the need for innovative solutions, like the IoT proxy, that can effectively detect and mitigate cryptojacking threats in IoT networks while minimizing resource overhead and preserving device performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In response to the escalating threat landscape posed by cryptojacking attacks within smart home environments, this paper extends the security capabilities of the IoT Proxy [6]. By integrating a dedicated cryptojacking detection module, this enhanced version of the IoT Proxy offers users a robust defense mechanism against this pervasive threat.

The IoT Proxy serves a dual purpose in fortifying smart home security. Firstly, it addresses the inherent limitations of resource-constrained IoT devices by providing essential security functionalities, thereby mitigating potential risks without compromising device performance. Secondly, it adheres to the security-in-depth principle by furnishing additional layers of defense even for less constrained devices, thereby ensuring comprehensive protection across the smart home ecosystem.

With the integration of the cryptojacking detection module, the IoT Proxy is empowered to identify and mitigate cryptojacking threats effectively. This proactive stance not only safeguards the integrity and performance of individual IoT devices but also bolsters the overall security posture of the smart home network. Given the heterogeneous nature of smart homes, encompassing a myriad of computing devices, extending security measures across the network environment is imperative to combat the evolving threat landscape effectively.

To evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we conducted experiments employing various machine learning models, including decision trees, random forests, Gaussian Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN). Notably, our methodology eschews reliance on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), thus preserving user privacy and ensuring applicability even in the face of encrypted traffic—a prevalent characteristic of modern network communication.

In conclusion, the integration of a cryptojacking detection module into the IoT Proxy marks a significant stride toward enhancing the security posture of smart home environments. By leveraging machine learning techniques and prioritizing user privacy, our solution provides a robust defense against cryptojacking threats, underscoring the importance of proactive security measures in safeguarding IoT ecosystems.
Looking ahead, there are several avenues for future research and development. Firstly, enhancing the scalability and efficiency of the cryptojacking detection module to accommodate the diverse and dynamic nature of smart home networks remains a priority. Exploring novel machine learning algorithms and techniques to bolster the detection capabilities and adaptability of the IoT Proxy represents a promising area for further investigation. In addition, to further enhance the effectiveness of the IoT Proxy, we are considering to add it the capability of using the Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) [20] following the approach proposed in [11]. Introducing a module capable of reducing the possible incoming and outgoing network connection would help in detecting and stopping even cryptojacking data flows. Furthermore, integrating real-time threat intelligence and collaboration mechanisms to facilitate information sharing and collective defense strategies among IoT devices can augment the resilience of smart home environments against emerging cyber threats.
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